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Preface 

I read the texts of the Purans and the epics in conjunction with a mass of 

studies on the geological history of the Indian continent, and my own 

fieldwork in the Himalaya, the Kachchh-Saurashtra region, the Aravali, 

the Vindhya, the mountainous Peninsular India and the western coastal 

belt. I realized that the accounts given in the works of Valmiki and Krishna 

Dvaipayan Vyas cannot be rubbished and ignored. They do provide kernels 

of truths, of revealing facts, even though they are enmeshed in verbose 

language, full of metaphors and allegories. As I read and re-read these 

works, my awareness increased considerably of the historical values of 

the narratives in the Purans by scholarly sages and spiritual leaders. 
The interpretation of these narratives and descriptions brings out the 

perspective of the geography of the lands inhabited by the peoples of the 

Puran time. The authors of these works adopted the mode of story-telling, 

presumably to convey the subjects to the general public in a memorable 

and enjoyable manner. I realized that we tend to interpret, and have indeed 

interpreted, the ancient texts by taking meaning today of the words of the 

language that has evolved considerably over the last at least three to four 

thousand years. Surely, the meaning of the three-to-four thousand years 

old words and phrases have changed, and cannot be taken to mean the 

same thing or convey the sense the original authors wanted to. Moreover, 

idioms embellish languages, as they do both English and Hindi today. The 

Sanskrit of the past, when in wide use, must have been enriched by idioms. 
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Being careful of the strong possibility of idioms in the Puramc narratives, 

I have desisted from literal translation of shlokas. 
Shorn of metaphors and desisting from resort to allegories, I read the 

texts in the context of natural geodynamic events of the ^st eleve 
thousand years of what the earth scientists call the Holocene Epoch. I 

have endeavoured to find the geological reality lying behind the stories 

and anecdotes narrated by various sages and passed down the oral pipe 

fr°mi have" ventured8to highlight only a few of the many crucial pointsas 
examples to show the depth of wisdom, the spectrum of knowledge^ and 

the range of interests of the authors of the Purans, the Ramayan and the 

Mahabharat that were conceived three to four thousand years 

the accurate and comprehensive accounts of geograp Y 
encompassing not only the Indian subcontinent but also Central Asia, 
obvious that among the peoples of the Purana times lived great explorers 

and intrepid adventurers who roamed the lands and the seas. 
" emerged that Mount Meru, located at the centre of ^ continent 

Jambudweep, was the focal point of what I would like to call the PuranlaruL 

It turns out that the Meru is the Puranic name of the Pamir massif o 
present. The history with geography given in the Purans and epics is 

therefore, of the vast stretch of the land encompassing the countries of the 

Indian subcontinent and Central Asia around the Pamir massif. 
Most of the mountains and rivers discussed in the Purans an e 

epics have been precisely located in modem maps. The scholars knew' t. 
trends and dimension of mountains and the precise sources o ri ^ 

emanating from them. They knew the rivers' points of discharges m o c 

seas. They were quite familiar with the natural environments wi*Mherr 

floras and faunas of the terrains. They were aware ^^el 
movements that caused shifting of the courses of rivers and their blockages 

leading to formation of lakes. Their spiritual leaders chose to locate the 
holy shrines in geomorphically picturesque and geologicaUy^chaordnmy 

places, characterized by singularly fantastic geodynamr: featoes msultog 
from uncommon earth processes. And these were located m different par s 

ofThrcountry extending from the Mount Kailas m the north to 

Kanyakumari m the south, from Saurashtra in the west to Assam m he 

east. Importantly, the spiritual leaders and the scholar y sage® ™ ? 
peoples to visit religiously and regularly these shrines as well astee ths 

developed on the river banks in different parts of the country. The id. 
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behind this practice seems to be to persuade the people to know peoples 

who speak different languages, eat and dress differently, have different 

lifestyles and observe different socio-cultural practices. This was a 
marvellous mode of integrating the peoples of the country. 

The rishis (sages) were fired by the mission of spreading education 

and knowledge of the philosophy of life, as they established ashram after 

ashram in wooded tracts of the tribals in different parts of the country. 

Profound thinkers and keen observers that they were, the Puranic 

scholars had a fairly accurate idea of the structure of the earth, and the 

origin, evolution and progression of life on land. They not only knew where 

the ores occur, but also methods of the mining and converting them into 

metals. They also harnessed the gases that oozed out from underground 

sources and burned as flames. They had fairly good grip of the science of 

engineering of fortifying towns, reclaiming lands from the sea, and building 

bridges across even a sea. And they could interpret uncommon signals of 

geophysical changes and anomalous behaviour of birds and animals; and 

had the prescience of imminent occurrence of natural hazards. 

These and many things more that I could read between the lines of 

ancient texts of the Purans and the epics are discussed briefly. Admittedly, 

I could not help but project my perception based on my understanding of 

the geological setting, geographical layout and geodynamic development 

in the Indian continent. 
I wish to emphasize that this is not a scholarly treatise, nor a 

comprehensive analysis. It is just a geologist's interpretation, presented 

with a modest objective of providing a few telling examples indicating 

that the Purans and epics do contain reliable source material for writing 

the geography and the history of India in the prehistoric times. 

K.S. Valdiya 

Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research 

Bengaluru - 560 064 
<ksva ldiya@gmail.com> 

Note: Departing from the practice of Sanskrit scholars, who apply standard forms of diacritic 

signs or use diacritical letters, the author has spelt names of persons, places, rivers, mountains, 

etc. as is commonly spelt and pronounced today in the larger part of India, in the Survey of 

India maps, in atlases, in medias, and in such Hindi-English dictionaries as by Dr Harden 

Bahri (2009). However, for some very common words, the universally accepted spellings are 

retained. 
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Purans: The Ancient History 

MEANING OF PURAN 

The Sanskrit word Puran (^<jui) means ancient. Its Hindi equivalent is purdna 

(30*11), meaning olcL The works known as the Purans indeed chronicle the 

history erf very ancient times, embodying the accounts of the people living 

in what are today India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Central Asia, Western 

Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. The accounts relate to 

the life-styles, cultural perceptions and religious practices, the struggles 

for survival and expansion, and the conflicts for resources and political 

supremacy of aristocrats, elites, ruling classes and tribals. The common 

people do not figure much in the narratives by sages who recounted the 

history of their lands and people. 

MODE OF NARRATION 

The historical accounts coupled with descriptions of geography and 

environments of various terrains are given in the mode of samvad - 

questions and answers commonly between gods and their devotees, and 

between rishis (sages) and munis (ascetics or commentators). In order to 

explain or elucidate their points, particularly of profound nature, the 

narrators used the metaphoric language and embellished it profusely with 
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allegories and idioms. Hyperboles are galore, and the poetic and idiomatic 

language is not amenable to easy interpretation. Some parts of the 

narratives are quite abstruse and have, therefore, been dismissed by 

historians as fanciful, fabulously exaggerated and even self-contradictory. 

The original language in which the history was told and retold has 

evolved over the last three to four thousand years, and the meanings of 

words and phrases have changed considerably. Yet, the interpreters or 

translators and bhdshyakdrs of our time, retaining the original terms have 

taken their meanings in the sense or meanings of the present time. Take 

the example of units of time (varsh, pal, ghati), distance (yojan) or number 

(shat, sahasra, laksh, koti). The measures of these units must have been 

then quite different from what they are today, even though there is almost 

a universally accepted view that the concepts and meanings of basic 

numbers have not changed since the Vedic time (R.N. Iyengar, per.com., 

2010). However, the Puranic history that is read today has also suffered 

the ravages of repeated narration, translation, interpolations and 

interpretation by scholars with differing perceptions in the last two 

thousand years of our time. As a consequence, there is often a lack of 

consistency and uniformity, rightly inviting dismissive appraisal of modern 

historians. Moreover, the narratives are overburdened by superfluous, often 

irrelevant, sub-stories, anecdotes or biographies of the persons discussed. 

It must be admitted that for the common Indians, "the past is not 

dead and lives with us". Therefore, they tend to accept without critical 

analysis whatever their forefathers created for themselves—their 

civilization, their perceptions and their deductions. 

TRANSMISSION OF HISTORY 

The historical accounts in the Purans, embellished with poetic and 

idiomatic metaphors and replete with allegories, were transmitted orally 

down the generations. As already stated, the accounts were narrated in 

courses of samvad by the leaders of the society who were invested with 

the aura of divinity, or by the scholars known as maharshis and rishis. 

Despite repeated narration at different times in different places, by different 

persons, the accounts are nevertheless quite structured and amenable to 

reconstruction in the perspective of the geography of land and natural 
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(geodynamic) events that took place. However, the reconstruction of 

history suffers from lack of chronological order. Another negative point is 

the exasperating repetitions of developments or events, descriptions of 

situations, geneologies of rulers and rishis, and even of villains. 

It may be emphasized once again that the original text of the Purdn 

went through exercise of repeated interpolations by later writers (whom 

some call storytellers), thus diminishing the credibility of the Puranic 

hefeogy. However, there were some later scholars whose works provided 

accuiafe information of the geography and people, such as Ban (who 

wrote Kodumbari), Ballal Sen (the author of Adbhut Sugar), and Varahmihir 

(who penned Brihat Samhitd). 

FOCAL THEMES 

Like history taught today in schools, colleges and universities, the Puranic 

history is also focused on rulers—kings, satraps, tribal chiefs, power- 

wielding aristocrats, elites and gods. Their dynastic lineages, exploits, virtues 

and vices are comprehensively described. 

Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, forming the trinity or Trimurti, figure 

very prominently and repeatedly. They are portrayed as the persona of 

God endowed with supernatural powers, winning manners, 

magnanimous nature and helpful demeanour. They are depicted as ever 

helping those who sought their blessings and guidance. In order to help 

mankind, one of the gods, Vishnu, reincarnated himself a number of times 

and undertook Herculean tasks of weeding out evil persons who violated 

the laws of the land. Also discussed comprehensively are the abodes and 

seats of Gods. 

The third principal theme is the endless confrontations, conflicts and 

combats between the immigrants coming mostly from the northwest who 

settled down commonly in urban centres, and the forest-dwelling 

aborigines or tribals—advasis—who felt displaced and discriminated 
against. 

One very important aspect of the Puranic society was the primacy of 

spiritual leaders—the gurus—the scholarly sages and saints (rishis and 

maharshis). They had deep roots in the society and played crucial roles as 

mentors of rulers in matters of governance as well as sociocultural niceties. 
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Teerthatan, pilgrimage, is emphasized as an absolutely essential karma 

(deed or ritual) of the people, as well as those in the governance of states 

or societies. It was, and continues to be, regarded as a means of attaining 

spiritual fulfilment or salvation or deliverance from sins. Rishis, achdryas 

and even saintly persons in the political structures advised their audiences 

on the desirability of undertaking pilgrimage. In order to suggest itinerary 

of pilgrimages, the knowledge of geography of the country was essential. 

And they did have that knowledge in full measure. Behind the idea of 

pilgrimage seems to be the objective of promoting national integration of 

people by visits of persons of one area to another where the people spoke 

different language, had different lifestyle, wore different kinds of garments 

and ate differently. In short, the pilgrimage to various teerths were 

undertaken to inculcate a sense of national unity. 

ENCYCLOPAEDIC IN DIMENSION 

In addition to the five focal themes, the Purans embody detailed manuals 

on religious rites and rituals, such as havan, hom, puja, dan, shradh, vrat, 

deekshd, prdyaschit, etc. Also discussed are protocols for ceremonies of 

foundation-laying (shildnyds) and dedication of statues (prdn pratisthd) 

{Agni Purdn, 156-210; Narad Puran, 65-67; Ling Purdn). 

The emphasis is on the sublime unity in worshipping Brahma, Vishnu 

and Shiva. The Purans aim at offering ways of integrating dharma (duty) 

with arth (pursuit for wealth), leading ultimately to moksh (eternal bliss). 

In other words, for upright living one should combine pursuits for 

prosperity with righteous duties of life. 

^ff%cTT: II 16 II 

(Mahdbhdrat, Adi Parv,, 1) 

Not only spiritual-religious but also mundane matters are discussed 

comprehensively with elaborate explanations and illuminating examples. 

The contents of Agni Purdn, Matsya Purdn and Narad Purdn embody a 

variety of subjects of general as well as specific interests. For example: 

(i) Architecture and civil engineering involving methods for 

construction of temples, palaces, forts, residential houses (vdstu 

shdstra), wells and ponds within household premises and 
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temples, making of shikhars of temples and caning of statues and 

their dedications (Agni Puran, 39-43, 46, 53-64, 93-96, 103; Matsya 

Puran, 117, 254-270; Garud Puran, Acharkand, Prasadkand, 33, 
34). 

(ii) Importance and methods of planting trees around temples and in 

mten centres (Agni Puran, 70; Matsya Puran, 59; Bhavishya Puran, 
150-155; Psdma Puran). 

® Madirinal plants, herbal medicines and concoctions for treatment 

of common sicknesses and diseases, including epidemics; and 

treatment for snake bite (Agni Puran, 58, 254; Garud Puran, 

Acharkand, 128-172 and 180-182). 

(iv) Physiology of human body, functioning of different parts of body 

(dyurved), daily exercises including prandyam and dsans (Agni 
Puran, 279-282). 

(v) Treatment of domestic animals including elephants and horses 

(Agni Puran, 287-295; Bhavishya Puran, 23-25). 

(vi) Rules related to grammar (vyakaran), poetry (kavya shastra), dance 

(nritya shastra), drama (ndtak shastra), music (sangeet shastra), 

education (shiksha nirupan) (Agni Puran, 336-349; Narad Puran, 

52-53; Garud Puran, Acharkand, 184-190). 

(vii) Sainya vigydn, encompassing composition, weaponization and 

force formation of armies for defence as well as offence, and 

deployment of combat columns in battlefields (vyuh rachand), 

various types of weapons (astra vigydn), target pr actice, fabrication 

of noose, etc. (Agni Puran, 249-252). 

(viii) Astrology based on mathematics (ganit shastra), positions and 

conjunctions of stars and planets (jyotish vigydn) (Agni Puran, 246; 
Narad Puran, 54-59). 

(ix) Interpretation of dreams, anomalous behaviour of animals, 

serpents, birds, and of extraordinary geophysical changes (Agni 

Puran, 229-232; Matsya Puran, 229-234, 242, 243). 

(x) Statecraft, embracing duties of kings, rulers and state officials, 

the policy of sam, dam, dand, bhed—tact, reward, punishment, 

diplomacy—and of diplomatic relations of states, etc. (Matsya 

Puran, 215, 216, 220-227). 
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(xi) Mineralogy or ratna vigyan, related to gold, silver and precious 

and semi-precious stones (Garud Puran, Acharkand, 54-66; Agni 

Pur an, 246). 

This is not to state that all Purans discuss all these and other subjects. 

Rather, different Purans have different contents, and emphasize different 

aspects of knowledge. However, the focal themes are common. 

Needless to state that the original text of the Puran is a compendium 

of knowledge embodying in a holistic manner, spiritual, religious, cultural, 

literary, military, financial, historical and geographic aspects. Besides, a 

host of mundane matters are incorporated. As the knowledge was 

transmitted orally through the vehicle of Samvdd or narration, more and 

more information was added over the time. The sciences of geology and 

astronomy provide chronological order to otherwise disjointed accounts. 

The natural events that shaped the landform sculptured the landscape 

and profoundly influenced the social pattern were attributed to 

supernatural powers. 

AUTHORS OF THE PURANS AND EPICS 

Vyas is credited with the authorship of the Puran. However, the word 

Vyas is a designation for the scholars who rank top among the vachaks 

(narrators). The vachaks themselves are best amongst the brahmans (or 

vipras) (Bhavishya Puran, Brahma Khand, 216) 

(Bhavishya Puran, Brahma Parv, 216) 

The Kurma Puran (Chapter 50, v. 1 and 9) describes existence oi 28 

Vyasas, the first being Swayambhuv Manu and the last one Krishna 

Dvaipayan. 

■grc); fFJ: ■K*i’4^ql rRT: 111 II 

-JT: ^ BN* fS^T: I 

'sqm: ^ II 9 II 

TT TJcf ycJ^HI •'PF1FTT I 

(Kurma Puran, 50) 

Krishna Dvaipayan, the son of Rishi Parashar, was a great scholar 

and a profound thinker. The Pandav chief Yudhisthir suggested that he 
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write a bhdshya (treatise) on Valmiki's Ramayan. The Vdlmiki Ramayan 

provided him knowledge of the geography and history of the land called 

Bharatvarsh and the neighbouring countries in the northwest. What 

Krishna Dvaipayan wrote comprised thousands of verses dealing with 

disparate subjects such as dharma, arth and kdm and history, geography 

and sociology. The voluminous work was reorganized into eigh teen parts— 

the Brahmand, the Padma, the Vishnu, the Shiva, the Bhdgwat (the Devi), 

the Bhmrisht/a, the Narad, the Mdrkandeya, the Agni, the Brahmavaivarta, 

the Ling, the Varah, the Skanda, the Vdman, the Kitrma, the Matsya, the 

Canid, and the Brahmdnda Puran. It is believed that the Brahmand Pur an, 

the Vciyu Puran and the Matsya Puran represent the oldest of all Purans. 

Some scholars have very little belief in the authority of the Brahma 

Puran (R.N. Iyengar, per.com., 2010). 

: 'JTM <tKWId 'SPJ: II 20 II 

W WP TfT^IT | 

qiw ^ HI-wl'M+H. II 13 II 

SI§J^ckMc| ^ I 

% <PTT W WR WPfc ^ II 14 II 

SPSZFv?! II 15 II 

(Kurma Puran, 50) 

Krishna Dvaipayan must have organised his magnum opus in 

eighteen parts or volumes. But the various Purans were re-written at 

different time and expanded and embellished by later scholars. This is 

evident from variations in content, style, emphasis and phraseology. It 

may be emphasized that the basic material for writing the Puran was 

available in the Vedic literature, and that the original text of the Puran 

was enlarged and considerably embellished in different times and different 

places. 

VALMIKI RAmAYAN: THE EPIC: 

There was a scholarly rishi Valmiki who lived on the bank of the Tamasa 

River, a tributary of the Ganga. He later shifted to the Ganga bank near 

what is today Bithoor (in the district Kanpur). He was a poet of great 
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sensitivity who stepped into the world of poetry when he saw a pair of 

Kraunch (heron curlew, a variety of swan) bird writhing in mortal agony 

when hit by a hunter's arrow. He is regarded as the first poet (adikavi) in 

Sanskrit language. This genius had extraordinary knowledge of the 

geography and history of Bharatvarsh and its neighbours. Along with 

Sita and Lakshman, Ram had spent some time in his hermitage during his 

exile. Later abandoned by Ram, Sita lived in his ashram where her 

twins - Lav and Kush - were bom. Valmiki had brought them up. He 

thus had an intimate and first-hand knowledge of the history of the 

powerful Ikshwaku rulers of Ayodhya, of Ram's exile in Dandakaranya, 

and his punitive expedition to Lanka to get back his wife, abducted by 

Ravan, the king of Lanka. 

The Ramayan that Valmiki wrote is the most authoritative and 

authentic history and geography of Bharatvarsh during the time of the 

Purans. The work is a lyrical prose expressed in shloks (verses). It seems 

that the Valmiki Ramayan provided the original material to Krishna 

Dvaipayan Vyas for writing his Puran. 

n*|cMc^r<^ 

13 +|oii4W tiHIcHH. I 

n wi yrtwTH n 
(Brahma Puran, Pratham Khand: 30) 

One of the special features of the Valmiki Ramayan is the detailed 

advisory on the construction of palaces, forts, temples, the duties of state 

officials, etc. (Chapter 7). It may be pointed out that there are several 

versions of the Ramayan—the Adbhut, the Vasisht, the Adhyatma, the 

Tulasidas, etc. However, Valmiki Ramayan is considered an authentic basis 

of history (itihas). It is this Valmiki Ramayan that forms the basis of all 

dance-dramas still enacted in Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Java and 

Sumatra. 

MAHABHARAT: THE EPIC 

After the Mahabharat war was over, the author of the Puran, Krishna 

Dvaipayan Vyas, wrote the history of Bharatvarsh and the debilitating 

war that had engulfed practically the whole country (Matsya Puran, 53). 
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He based the accounts of geography and history on the works of Valmiki, 

and divided the voluminous contents into eighteen volumes of the Puran. 

Uplift ^TT I 

Hkni«HNHRgcrt I 

rUsj'^'l TTItFi 11 69 II 

(jMatsya Puran, 53) 

It is believed that this great work evolved in three stages—the Jaya 

(with its 8000 verses), the Bharat (made up of 24,000 verses), and the 

Mahabharat (with its 100,000 verses). 

It is said that the learned and indefatigable Ganesh—who had 

exceptional talent for stenography or rapid writing—wrote down the 

verses composed and uttered by Vyas. Ganesh must have put the stamp 

of his own perception in writing the history of Bharatvarsha. 

Recapitulating the summaries of accounts given in the Purans, the 

Mahabharat is a history of the kings and princes of the Yadu and Kuru 

clans, and the rise and fall of the various kingdoms involved in the 

Mahabharat war. While the Yadav supremo Krishna does not figure in 

most of the Purans after his departure from Mathura to Dwarka, he is the 

real hero—the central figure—in this epic. He is the one who played the 

key role in the great war. The acme of the epic is the Bhdgvat Geeta—the 

song celestial—spoken by Krishna in the battlefield in the Kurukshetra 

area to the deeply distraught Pandav commander Arjun. The Geeta is the 

encapisiculation of the supreme spiritualism and pragmatic philosophy 

of life and an exhortation to live a life of action, dignity , grace and verve. 

Apart from dealing with a variety of subjects, the Mahabharat 

elaborates on pilgrimage and on adventures related to rdjsuya and 

ashvamedh yagya of the Pandavs. The accounts of pilgrimages and 

adventures provide portrayal of the geography of the whole country and 

the countries to the northwest. Natural hazards such as earthquakes, 

landslides, avalanches and seastorms and uplift and subsidence of ground 

are graphically described a number of times. There is a column on the 

pattern of drainage, indicating their knowledge of geology. 

The Bhishma Parv of the Mahabharat devotes a large chapter on 

rdjdharma (state-craft), enunciating principles of governance, justice and 
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punishment, and diplomacy. It spells out the norms and protocols to be 

observed by rulers and administrators and the codes of conduct in business 

deals, legal deeds and tax collection. 

TIME OF COMPOSING PURANIC VERSES 

[t is significant that the Puranic accounts on the Yadav supremo Krishna 

ends with his leaving Mathura to resettle at Dwarka on the sea coast. 

Ihere is no mention of the Mahabharat War and happenings thereafter 

in most of the Purans, excepting a few. It seems that Krishna Dvaipayan 

Vyas wrote most of the Puran volumes sometime after Krishna left 

Mathura and before the great civil war. 

Interestingly, according to K.P. Jayaswal the Mahabharat War 

occurred at 1424 bc (3424 yr B.P.) and A.S. Altikar places the time at 1400 

yr bc (3400 yr B.P.) (in Lai, 1988). However, the great event happened in 

950 yr bc (2950 yr B.P.) according to F.E. Pargiter, in the ninth century bc 

according to H.C. Roy Chaudhuri, and in 836 yr bc (2836 yr B.P.) according 

to Lai (1988). Making use of planetarium software related to solar and 

lunar eclipses and position of stars, Iyengar (2003) concluded that the 

great civil war occurred in the year 1478 bc. Narhari Achar (2008), on the 

other hand, dates the Mahabharat War in November 3067 bce. From 

archaeological and seismotectonic evidence, I would go by Iyengar's 

calculation, implying that the great Mahabharat war happened nearly 

3500 years ago. 
For threo major reasons I am inclined to accept the time of the 

Mahabharat War deduced by Iyengar (2003). One, the 20-m uplift of a 

stream terrace in the Yamuna valley, related to reactivation of a major 

fault and tearing apart of the Siwalik Hills which occurred 3663±215 years 

ago (sometime between 3878 to 3448 yr B.P.), was responsible for the 

abrupt southward deflection of the eastern Tamasa branch of the 

Saraswati (Valdiya, 2002) resulting in stupendous decline of the river 

discharge and consequent great exodus of the Harappans from the middle 

reaches of the Saraswati around 3750 yr B.P. (B.K. Thapar, 1975). Two, 

the archaeologists conclude that the Painted Greyware Culture—which 

represents a settled agrarian economy, iron technology and growing 

specialization in craft (Bhan, 2000)—coincides with the timespan described 
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in the Mahabharat (Lai 1998, 2002; Joshi, 2008; Ramakrishna Rao, 2008, 

p. 252). Three, the flourishing culture that the Purans and epics describe, 

and the existence of a large number of teerths on the banks of rivers full of 

water, implies that the climate conditions were favourable and that the 

rainfall was sufficient to make the rivers flowing full and the land green. 

A variety of geological evidence clearly shows that in the period 8500 to 

3500 yr B.P., the rainfall was quite high (Singh et ah, 1974; Bryson and 

Swain, 1981; Wason, 1995; Naidu, 1995; Enzel et ill, 1999; Valdiya, 2010 

and Verma and Rao, 2010). Taking the geochronological date of the tectonic 

event, the climate conditions during the Puran times, the archaeological 

deductions and testimony of the constellation of stars, it seems very 

probable that the Mahabharat War occurred around 1478 bc, that is, 

approximately 3490 years ago. That means that the epic Mahabharat was 

written sometime after 3500 yr B.P. 

If that is the case, then the epic Mahabharat was written sometime 

later than 3500 yr B.P. 


